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I.	 The Questions 

Big Picture: To provide a comprehensive account of  ubiquitous extraposition 

phenomena in natural language: 

(a)	 	 ?*John admitted that he was guilty to his mother 

(b)	 	 John admitted to his mother that he was guilty 
• What is its proper description? 

o Properties of  the target: some right peripheral projection of  a matrix sentence: e.g. 

‘Right roof ’ Ross 1967, Dayal 1996 = TP\CP; ‘containing phrase’ Haider 1993, 

1997, Stowell 1981, Safir 1985, Bayer 1997, Baltin 2000; Late Merge to a moved 

element, Fox & Nissenbaum (2004); Multidominance McCawley1982. 

o Properties of  the transformation: Base-generated: Koster 1978, Culicover & 

Rochemont 1990, Webelhuth 1989, Haider 1994, Stowell 1981, Safir 1985; 

Derived by movement: Baltin 1982, Müller 1994, Buring and Hartmann 1995; 

Stranded: Kayne 1994, Vicente 2003, Sheehan 2010, Simpson & Bhattacharya 

2003; None of  the above: Kim and Sag 2005, Koster 2000. 

o Trigger: Interface properties: Focus, Backgrounding, ‘Heaviness’, etc. Design 

Properties of  NS: Case Resistance Principle; directionality parameters of  

association e.g., Haider 1997, Biberauer, Holmberg & Roberts 2007, etc.; Prosody: 

Truckenbrodt (1995), Goebbel (2007).  

• Why is it a mixed option in others (optional in some contexts and obligatory 

elsewhere)? Is this a parametric choice? Stated over which lexical item? 

• What is the correlation between finite complement extraposition and pronominal 

correlates? Do these pronouns occupy the argument site of  extraposed constituents? 

Is the expletive an instance of  resumption, a logophor, a quasi-expletive?  

Today’s much smaller task: To use the facts of  finite clause extraposition in 

Hindi and Bangla to build a part of  the big picture. 

Claims 

• The operation TH/EX proposed in Chomsky (1999/2001) and Atkinson (2001) is a 

universal (rather than a ‘language-particular’) movement rule in the Narrow Syntax, 

driven by the requirements of  both PHON and SEM I(nterface) C(ondition)s on 

finite clause placement. 

• Extraposition does not, however, remove the finite clause from the LF-computation, 
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which is reintroduced into the computation by the operation SIMPL at Spellout. 

• Merge of  an EXPL at [Spec, vP] is driven by the narrow syntactic  requirement of  a 

D-\N- feature at the  edge of  vP, and is fundamentally unrelated to the extraposition 

of  the finite clause. 


II.	 The Facts  

A.	 Finite Clausal Complements: Placement and ‘Expletives’ 

Both Hindi and Bangla (Mahajan 1990, Dayal 1996, Bhattacharya 2001, Simpson & 

Bhattacharya 2003, Manetta 2010, 2011) are similar in that finite complement clauses 

headed by a head-initial C appear displaced to the right edge, rather than in the canonical 

argument position.  

(1)  (a) 	 Raam 	 bollo 	[je 	 anu 	 ashbe] 	 	 	 	 	  
	 	 Ram 	said	  C0	 Anu 	 will come 
	 	 'Ram said that Anu will come.' 

(b) 	 Raam	kahegaa 	 [(ki) 	 anu 	 aayegii]	 	 	 	        
	 	 Ram 	will say	  C0	 Anu 	 will come 
	 	 'Ram will say that Anu will come.' 

In both languages, an expletive may occur in construction with this extraposed 

complement clause.  

(2)	 (a) 	 Raam (eTa)	 bollo 	[je 	 anu 	 ashbe] 	 	 	 	  
	 	 Ram 	this 	 said	  C0	 Anu 	 will come 
	 	 'Ram said that Anu will come.' 
	 (b) 	 Raam	(ye)	 	 kahegaa 	 [(ki) 	 anu 	 aayegii]	 	  
	 	 Ram 	this	 	 will say	   that	 Anu 	 will come	 	  
                     'Ram will say that Anu will come.' 

Bangla finite complements headed by an overt je may also be ‘fronted’; but only if  a 

constituent internal to the embedded clause is also fronted past je. In such contexts, an 

expletive is barred: 

(3)	 (a) 	 Raam 	 [maa	 	 je 	 ashbe]	 	 jaane 		  
	 	 Ram	 mother	 C0	 will come	 knows	 
	 	 'Ram knows that mother will come.' 

 	 (b) 	 * Raam [je maa ashbe] jaane  

 	 (c)	  * Raam eTa [maa je ashbe] jaane 


B.	 Finite Clausal Complements: WH-scope  

A WH-embedded in a postverbal finite complement has only narrow scope in both 
languages. In Hindi, finite clauses pattern with adjunct islands for WH-scope: 
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(4)	 (a) 	 Raam	kahegaa 	 [(ki) 	 kOn 	 aayegaa]	 	 	 	 	 H 
	 	 Ram 	will say	   C0	 who 	 will come 
	 	 'Raam will say who will come.'  

 	 (b) 	 Raam bolbe		 [je 	 ke 	 	 ashbe]	 	 	 	 B 
	 	 Ram 	will say	  C0	 who 	 will come 
	 	 'Ram will say who will come.'	  

For Bangla, however, there is more to be said, as WH- embedded in finite complements 

may take wide scope through WH-expression raising to a “position below the subject” in 

the matrix clause (Bhattacharya 2001, Simpson & Bhattacharya 2003): 

(5)	 	 Raam 	 kei	 bollo 	[(je) 	 ti 	 cOle 	 gAche]	 	 	 B 
	 	 Ram 	who 	 said 	  C0	 	 leave 	went	 	  
	 	 ‘Who did Ram say went away? 

(6)	 (a)	 *Raam [ka-ke	 je	 anu 	 TV-te 	 dekheche]	 jaane 		 B 

Ram 	  who	 	 C0	 Anu   on TV	 saw	 	 knows 
	       	 *‘Who does Ram know (that) Anu saw on TV? 

(b)   	 Raam ka-kei	jaane 	[je	  anu 	 TV-te 	 ti 	 dekheche]	 	 B 

Ram 	who	 knows C0	 Anu	  on TV	 	 saw	 	 	  
	         ‘Who does Ram know (that) Anu saw on TV? 

Simpson & Bhattacharya (2003): Bangla has WH-movement, i.e. the raising of  a phrase 

identified as +WH to a “position below the subject” in the matrix clause. They claim that 

Bangla is an overt movement language. 

Bangla, not Hindi, allows overt WH-extraction out of finite CP 

complements. Such extraction must precede extraposition.


C.	 EXed complements are visible for binding 

Both in Hindi and Bangla, quantifiers in the matrix object position can license a bound 

variable in the extraposed complement (Bayer 1996, Mahajan 1997): 

(7)	 (a) 	 Raam-ne	 har laRkei-se	 kahaa [ki 	 voi	 jiitegaa]	 	 H 
	 	 Ram.ERG 	 every boy.SOC	  said	 C0	 he 	 will win  
	 	 'Ram told every boyi that hei will win.'  

 	 (b) 	 Raam	 prottek chelei-ke 	 boleche 	 [je 	 Sei 	 jiitbe]		 	 B 
	 	 Ram 	 every boy.DAT	  said	 	  C0	 he 	 will win 
	 	 'Ram told every boyi that hei will win.'  

Principle C effects also obtain, confirms that c-command holds: 

(8)	 (a) 	 Raam-ne	 usi-se	        	 kahaa [ki 	 mohan*i	 jiitegaa]	 	 H 
	 	 Ram.ERG 	 he.SOC	 said	  C0	 Mohan 	 will win  
	 	 'Ram told himi that Mohan*i will win.'  

 	 (b) 	 Raam	  oi-ke 	 boleche 	 [je 	 	 mohon*i	 jiitbe]		 B 
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	 	 Ram 	  he.DAT	  said	 	 C0	 	Mohan 	 will win 
	 	 'Ram told himi that Mohan*i will win.' 

Extraposed complements must be quite low in the structure, perhaps even 

parallel to argument position.


D.	 Finite Clausal Complements in interaction with Scrambling 
Leftward Scrambling  

Mahajan (1990), Dayal(1994), Kidwai (2000): Scrambling out of  Hindi and Bangla 

extraposed complements is possible, except if  an expletive intervenes: 

(9)	 (a) 	 Sita	 [vo kitaab]i	 kahtii hE	 [ki 	 raam	 ti 	 layegaa]	 	 H 
	 	 Sita 	 that book	 says 	 is 	  C0	 Ram 		 will bring 
	 	 Lit. ‘Sita, that book, says Ram will bring.'  

(b) 	 vo kitaabi	 Sita-ne kahaa	 [ki 	 raam	 ti 	 l a y e g a a ]			
	 	 that book	 Sita 	   said 	 	 C0	 Ram 		 will bring 
	 	 Lit. ‘That book, Sita said Ram will bring.'  

(c) 	 * vo kitaabi Sita-ne ye kahaa [ki raam ti layegaa]  

(d) 	 * Sita-ne vo kitaabi ye kahaa [ki raam ti layegaa]  

(10)	 (a)	 KriSno  [mAleria-te]i	 bollo [je 	 raam 	ti 	 mara 	gAche]	     B 
Krishna  malaria-LOC	 said 	  C0	 Ram	 	 die	 went  
‘Krishna thinks that Ram died of  malaria.’ 

(b)	 [mAleria-te]i 	 KriSno bollo [je 	 raam 	ti 	 mara 	gAche]	  
malaria-LOC 	 Krishna said C0	 Ram	 	 die	 went  
‘Krishna thinks that Ram died of  malaria.’ 

(c) 	 * [mAleria-te]i KriSno e-Ta bollo [je ram ti mara gAche] 

(d) 	 * KriSno [mAleria-te]i e-Ta bollo [je ram ti maragAche] 

In both Hindi and Bangla, the EXPL must occupy the escape hatch for 

scrambling. There can therefore be no null expletives in (9)-(10).  

Rightward Scrambling  

Mahajan (1997a,b): Hindi extraposed FCCs must follow all rightward scrambled phrases; 

nevertheless, rightward scrambled constituents c-command into the finite complement: 

(11)	 (a) 	 Sita-ne	 kahaa thaa 	 har  	 ek aadmii-ko    [ki 	voi 	 jiitegaa] 	    H 
	 	 Sita.ERG 	 said 	 was 	 each 	 one man.ACC C0	 he 	 will win 
	 	 	 ‘Sita told each mani that hei will win.' 		 	 	 	 	 	  

(b) 	 *Sita-ne kahaa thaa 	 [ki 	 voi 	 jiitegaa]	 har  ek aadmii-ko 	 	  
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(12)	 	 Sita-ne	 kahaa thaa 	 usi-ko 		 [ki  mohan*i 	jiitegaa] 	 H	  
Sita.ERG 	 said 	 was 	 him.ACC 	  C0 Mohan 	will win 

	 	 ‘Sita told himi that Mohan*i will win.'  

These facts replicate for Bangla: 

(13)	 (a) 	 Sita 	 bolechilo	 proti-Ti  chelei-ke	   [je 	 Sei 	 jiitbe]		 B 
	 	 Sita 	 said 	 	 each one man.ACC C0	 he	 will win 
	 	 ‘Sita told each mani that hei will win.'  

 	 (b) 	 *Sita 	bolechilo	 [je 	 Sei jiitbe] proti-Ti  chelei-ke 	 	  

 (14)	 	 *Sita 	bolechilo 	 oi-ke	 	 [je 	 	 Mohon*i 	 jitbe]	  
	 	 Sita 	 said 	 Him.ACC 	 C0	 	 Mohan 	 will win 
	 	 ‘Sita told himi that Mohan*i will win.'  

In both Hindi and Bangla, FCCs must be moved to a position lower than that 

targeted by rightward scrambling, but must be linearised later. 


III.	 The Syntax of  a Generalised TH/EX  

Chomsky (2001): In English, it is impossible to leave the object of  an unaccusative or 

passive verb in English in its underlying position (and insert an expletive in [Spec,TP]). 

Rather, such underlying objects must either move to the left of  the passive participle in (15) 

or extraposed leftward:  

(15)(a)  *	 There were placed several packages on the table. 
(b)		 There were several packages placed on the table.  
(c) ?	 There were placed on the table several packages 

Thematization/Extraction‘TH/EX’ is a phonological operation that moves an argument 

to the edge of  vP, when vP is a weak phase. (phonological, as it does not yield discernible 

surface-semantic effects, e.g., specificity etc.)  

• ‘TH/EX’ is apparently incompatible with other movement operations that apply to the 

nominal displaced by ‘TH/EX’: *How many packages did there arrive in the mail?  

• WH-movement of  the constituent displaced by ‘TH/EX’ is barred. It is also impossible 

to extract a part of  the displaced nominal: *What are there books about t being sold in Boston? 

• TH/EXed constituents may not move but may participate in in situ relations like Agree, 

binding, etc., at Σ. 

Atkinson (2001): When the system meets the syntactic object so far constructed [vP v- 

donated [several books on reptiles] to the bazaar], it is transferred to the phonological component 

for application of  TH/EX’. Two questions: 

• What is the nature of  the object TH/EX returns to the narrow syntax?  Chomsky: 

adjunction to vP for extraposition and substitution in SPEC-V/v for thematisation.  
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• What are the details of  TH/EX as an operation of  the phonological component? 

Chomsky: TH/EX copies the moved phrase exclusively for the phonology, and 

additionally deletes the phonological features from the phrase in its original position.  

Atkinson notes that Chomsky’s analysis is tenable only if  we also assume something like 

(16), which refers to the special case of  π-feature deletion induced by TH/EX, rather than 

the ‘stripping’ of  π-features that Spellout carries out at the end of  a strong phase: 

(16) 	 An SO with deleted phonological features is not accessible to movement in NS. 

My Proposals 

If extraposition to vP is adjunction, how is this to be conceived of? As pair-merge 

(Chomsky 2001, Kidwai and Mathew 2005), or as yielding a label-less concatenated 

structure (Hornstein & Nunes 2008)? In the latter view of  phrase structure, adjunction is 

not marked by any special kind of  labelling convention, and will look like (17). 

(17)	 	 	 [X [X [X X	 YP]	 	 WP]	 ZP] 

Take (17) to be the output of  the operation SIMPL, the (non-obligatory) operation at 

TRANSFER that is part of  Φ and Σ, and converts pair-merged structure <α, β> to {α,β}.  

Why is TH/EX triggered? Given that it is necessarily disassociated from Spellout (which 

applies at a strong phase), is the stipulation that this is a language particular rule enough to 

motivate it theoretically? What one has here is a legibility condition at PHON triggering 

displacement in the narrow syntax (cf. Ross 1967, Stowell 1981, Safir 1985). l propose that 

the PHON trigger for extraposition in SOV languages is (19): 

(19)	 	 Avoid centre-embedding of  I-phrases. 

When does TH/EX apply within a phase? While Chomsky holds that TH/EX must 

apply by the end of  a weak phase, but nothing precludes TH/EX from applying as early 

as possible, at VP. 

When a phase with a TH/EXed constituent is Spelled out, how does linearization 

proceed? Linearization should be sensitive to intonational phrasing, with elements within 

an I-phrase being linearized first, before progressing to the next I-phrase: 

(20)	 	 Linearize by I-phrase. 


IV.	 Generalised TH/EX and the Hindi and Bangla je/ki clauses 

Hindi and Bangla finite complement extraposition can now be straightforwardly 

explained. A sample derivation for (21) would be as in (22), picking up the derivation from 

the point that the finite complement has been merged: 
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(21)	 	 	 Raam	kahegaa 	 [ki 	 anu 	 aayegii]	 H 
	 	 	 Ram 	will say	 that	 Anu 	 will come 
	 	 	 'Ram will say that Anu will come.' 

(22)	 A Sample Derivation (smaller font indicates π-deletion, <> indicate pair-merged 	

	   constituents) 

a. Merge 

SO1 [kahegaa]   SO2 [IntP=CP ki anu aayegii] : [VP [ki anu aayegii] kahegaa] 

SO1 [say] and SO2 [I-p=CP that Anu come will] : [VP [that Anu come will] say] 

b. TH/EX I-phrase:  

[VP [VP [ki anu aayegii] kahegaa] <ki anu aayegii>]] 

[VP [that Anu come will] say] <that Anu come will> 

c. Continue the derivation to form the following, and then Transfer/Spellout: 

[CP [TP Ram T[vP <Ram> v [VP [VP [ki anu aayegii] kahegaa]]]]]<ki anu aayegii>] 

d. The derivation in the Σ component after Transfer: 

[CP [TP Ram T[vP <Ram> v [VP [VP [ki anu aayegii] kahegaa] [ki anu aayegii]]]]]] 

[CP [TP Ram T[vP <Ram> v [VP [VP [that Anu come will] say] [that Anu come will]]]]]] 

e. The derivation in the Φ component after Spellout: 

[CP [TP Ram T[vP <Ram> v [VP [VP [ki anu aayegii] kahegaa] [ki anu aayegii]]]]]] 

[CP [TP Ram T[vP <Ram> v [VP [VP [that Anu come will] say] [that Anu come will]]]]] 


Result 1: Hindi and Bangla Properties at Σ explained 

(7)-(8) showed us that the copy of  the extraposed complement must be in its base position 

for the purposes of  bound variable licensing and Condition C. This now follows from 

(22d), where the copy in the argument position is reintroduced at Σ. Furthermore,although 

I have not discussed this here, we can also maintain the indirect dependency account of  

Hindi-Urdu wh-scope marking developed in Dayal (1996) and Lahiri (2002). 

Result 2: Hindi and Bangla Properties at Φ explained 

(11) - (14) forced us to conclude that in both Hindi and Bangla, although rightward 

elements c-command into the extraposed clause, LINEARISE aligns EXed complements at 

the right edge of  the main clause. Assuming that rightward scrambling is a NS movement 

to the right edge of  vP, all rightward scrambled elements in the main clause I-phrase will 

be linearised first before the I-phrase of  the EX-ed FCC. Thus, the fact that extraposed 

clauses end up being right-aligned follows from (20). 
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V.	 Object Expletives and Clausal Associates 

V.1	 	 EXPL in [Spec, vP]: Three types of  conjectures and a proposal 

a. NS: Both Hindi and Bangla have an EXPL in the numeration that builds the vP 

(Kidwai & Mathew 2005, Manetta 2011). Finite clause extraposition is unrelated to 

EXPL merger. Cf. also Barbiers (2000) for arguments that factive CPs are merged 

higher than propositional complement clauses. 

b. PHON (Holmberg 2000, Biberauer, Holmberg & Roberts 2007, Biberauer & 

Sheehan 2010): The source of  the EXPL is a constraint on word order that requires 

that a language be either consistently head-initial or consistently head-final, which 

they term The Final-over-Final Constraint. Biberauer and Sheehan (2010) propose 

that in languages with head-initial C0s, one way of  satisfying FOFC is to embed C-

headed categories under a nominal category, followed by extraposition of  the CP.   

c. SEM: Stowell (1981), Dayal (1996), Kayne (2009), Arsenijević (2009), Moulton 

(2011) have all argued that the category CP cannot saturate argument positions. CPs 

cannot combine directly with verbs, and that they must therefore combine with 

noun-like elements to serve as arguments. 

In Hindi and Bangla, the nominal element does not form a constituent with the finite 

clause, and the presence of  EXPL blocks scrambling of  embedded clauses (cf  (9)-(10)), a 

merge of  the nominal EXPL in [Spec, vP] seems to be the correct analysis.  

Integrating these observations with Chomsky’s (2001) model, in which the lexicon contains 

only acategorial  roots, identified as verbal or nominal by the functional categories like v 

and n that takes these as its complement, we can now propose that  the SEM and PHON 

IC that motivates EXPL Merger to be (23): 

(23)	 	 v* must have an occurrence of  a nominal feature at its edge.  

(↑Chomsky’s EPP!) 

(23) entails that clausal complements may merge in canonical argument position at VP, just 

as long as (23) is satisfied by the end of  the phase. EXPL insertion thus has a last resort 

character. 

o Prediction:  Any element in [Spec, v] with the required nominal features will block 

expletive insertion.  

o Confirmation: Hindi and Bangla (9)-(10): where it is scrambling, rather than EXPL-

insertion, that satisfies (27); Bangla (5) and (6b), where move of  WH- into [Spec,vP] 

satisfies (27). 

A final outstanding problem: If  EXPL merger is governed by (27) then how do we explain 

instances when there is no EXPL and no scrambling? E.g. Hindi, Bangla (1), English, 
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Dutch and German generally. Standard options – none of  which are particularly analyses 

of  any depth: 

o A pro EXPL is merged at the edge of  vP (but see Safir 1985, Iatridou & Embick 1997). 

o The vP here is 'weak' (but not in the sense that it bars extraction).  

My proposal:  (23) can be prevented 

from applying if  we adapt the ideas of  

Moulton (2011). Moulton argues that 

since CPs cannot saturate the internal 

argument of  verbal predicates, the verb 

must be turn into a one-place 

predicate.  

Skipping ALL details, the basic 

intuition is that the EX operation here 

does the job that CP-movement to the 

left does in Moulton’s proposal, as an 

SO with deleted phonological features 

is equivalent to a copy. A monadic predicate does not qualify as a v “with full argument 

structure”, i.e. as a strong phase. Therefore, (23), strengthened to (24), does not apply, to 

examples like (1), as they are not strong phases.  

(24)	 	 A strong phase must have an occurrence of  a nominal feature at its edge.  

TH/EX is thus motivated by SEM IC as well. 

V.2	 Bangla fronted FCCs 

Bangla factive finite complements headed by an overt je may be ‘fronted’; but only if  a 

constituent internal to the embedded clause is also fronted past it: 

(25)(a) 	 	 Raam 	 [maa	 	 je 	 ashbe]	 	 jaane 	B 
	 	 	 Ram	 mother	 C0	 will come	 knows	 
	 	 	 'Ram knows that mother will come.' 

 (b)	  	 *Raam [je maa ashbe] jaane  

 (c) 	 	 *Raam eTa [maa je ashbe] jaane 

Guha (2011): je-clauses are relative CPs. (Cf. Arsenijević (2009), who argues that 

complement clauses are a special type of  relative clause, with a relativization site, a D 

head, at the top of  their structure, in the projection specifying the illocutionary force.  

• The C-domain in Hindi and Bangla are quite different: 

oWhile Hindi has a specialized C ki (a late borrowing from Farsi), which marks both 

declarative and interrogative dependent clauses, as well as a j-series of  relative 

complementizers, Bangla has only a relative determiner that doubles up as a 
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subordinating complementizer.   

oThe Hindi ki appears to be quite low in the C-domain, as it can ‘combine’ with 

other elements like kyuuN ‘when’, jab ‘when’, etc., to form adjunct CS. The 

Bangla C-domain, on the other hand, is not so richly populated. 

• Following Guha’s lead, suppose that the distinction between a relative C0 and a 

complement C0 in Bangla is exactly as Arsenijević would predict – factive complements 

are formed by embedding the CP under a D-layer. In Bangla, this D-head requires a 

nominal at its edge, which is satisfied by CP-internal raising. 

• The contrast between (3a) and (3b) is now explained. The complementary distribution 

with the EXPL evidenced in (3c) suggests that the FCC merges directly in [Spec, vP]. 

These complements display island properties, because of  the Phase Impenetrability 

Condition. 

• The Hindi C0 is not a Force-level category at all, marking only finiteness. Kidwai and 

Mathew (2005) conclude that ki is located at Fin0 in Rizzi’s (1997) left periphery, and 

does not introduce a phase.  

The special properties of  preverbal finite complements in Bangla thus results from the 

nature of  the Bangla C0. 


VI.	 A Little English and some Conclusions 

Since Postal and Pullum (1988) the distinctive syntactic properties of  object expletives in 

English have been known.  

(26)(a)	I made it my objective [to settle the matter].  
(b)	I owe it to you [that the jury acquitted me].  

English OBJ EXPLs at the edge of  (factive) vP are always associated with non–nominals 

and finite clause extraposition is obligatory (Kim and Sag 2005) 

(27)(a)	I blame it on you [that we can’t go] 
(b) *I blame [that we can’t go] on you.  
(c)	I think it absolutely ridiculous that you should have to do this 
(d) * I think it that you should have to do this absolutely ridiculous 

WH-movement out of  the OBJ EXPL in construction with a finite clause is impossible: 

(28)(a)	*Who did Ram blame it on Sita that you met? 
(b)	*Who did you expect it that you will meet? 

We perhaps have the same phenomena as Hindi and Bangla here. 

Conclusions 

• The properties of  Extraposition: A narrow syntactic movement (non-feature 
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checking) operation in service of  the PHON interface condition “Linearise by I-

phrase”. The movement targets, minimally, the containing phrase, but potentially up 

to the phase edge (right or left). No uniform interface property of  extraposed 

elements is predicted, beyond that they should be I-phrases. 

• Sources for optionality: (a) Constraints on Merge – e.g. the inability of  CPs to 

combine with V will force obligatory extraposition; elsewhere, extraposition may be 

optional (b) Repair strategies available: e.g., relativized complements, Dem merger 

with CPs, and other nominalization strategies; (c) intonational properties of  the 

syntactic objects in question  (d) nature of  complementizer domain elements. 

• Referential properties of  EXPL: Although EXPL merger is dictated by a purely 

grammatical property, occurrence at a phase edge means that the EXPL can also 

absorb P-feature properties, such as resumption and logophoricity as well. 
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